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Annual Report YE June 2021 
The effects for the pandemic are long reaching and have affected Marlborough and Destination Marlborough 

a myriad of ways. 

 

It has changed the way visitors experience our region.  It has put all organisations in a state of constant flux, 

requiring businesses to react and adapt quickly as the tourism landscape changes. It has broadened 

Destination Marlborough’s focus from predominantly marketing and promotion, to include business support, 

capability building and destination management. 

 

Destination Marlborough has met 13 of the 17 Service levels set by the DM Trustees. Those service levels not 

achieved are pandemic related and predominantly a result of the ongoing lockdowns, particularly in 

Auckland. 

 

With borders closed and with the additional STAPP funding provided through MBIE, Destination Marlborough 

has undertaken strong targeted year-round domestic campaign activity, leveraged media promotion, focused 

on businesses events attraction and worked to upskill operators for online bookings services, social media, 

website and marketing. Collectively, as an entity and as a sector, we have grown the voice of Marlborough 

and enabled better cut through in a very noisy marketplace.  This has resulted in domestic visitor spend YE 

March 2021 of $159.88 million, up 17% on previous year, ahead of our 4% target, and well ahead of national 

average of 3%.  Marlborough has consistently been in the top 10 regions for domestic growth throughout 

2020/2021. But it is important to note that while spend is high, New Zealanders purchase and holiday 

differently to international markets – they spend less on attractions and activities, more on accommodation 

and transport. 

 

Ongoing lockdowns have affected the number of key influencers Destination Marlborough could physically 

host in the region, however it has developed new opportunities through virtual training channels resulting in 

more than double training for offshore travel trade.  Despite the unease of the conferencing and events 

sectors, Business Events Marlborough submitted 23 bids during the 20/21 year, with a success rate of 74%. 

 

Partnership contributions to Destination Marlborough in 2020/2021 were $329,369, this was down from 

$1.9million in 2019/2020. MBIE STAPP funding of $700,000 was greatly appreciated as it assisted in making 

up partnership short fall and has allowed Destination Marlborough to run year-round ‘always on‘ domestic 

campaign work, engaging a local agency to support the campaign work in three phases: Drive Zone – 

Nelson/Tasman/Canterbury; Wellington; Auckland. The organisation has increased partnerships and 

collaboration with Tourism New Zealand, Air New Zealand and with Top of the South regions providing 

touring loop options for domestic and future international travellers and targeted JV campaigns in Auckland. 

 
MBIE funding and industry need has placed additional expectation and workstreams on the organisation in 

2020/2021 requiring increased and new activity to be undertaken. This included: 
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Economic Recovery – upweight in activity supporting the tourism system, and leading and 

coordinating economic growth activities alongside the tourism industry, stakeholders, Māori/iwi 

and communities to assist in economic recovery. 

Support Local – partnership with Chamber of Commerce and MDC through TEAM to lead the Make 

it Marlborough local business campaign. The objective to drive business to the local economy, 

support all businesses that employ Marlborough people, enliven townships, and engage proud 

Marlborough advocates. 

MBIE supported COVID response activity - Funding and partnership with MBIE, to focus on 

destination management, industry development and product capability workstreams pivotal to 

regional recovery.  Late 2020 MBIE released the Regional Events Fund designed to stimulate 

domestic tourism and travel between regions through holding events. Destination Marlborough, 

MDC and NRDA have partnered to support the implementation of this fund of $1.5million over 4 

years across Te Tauihu. 

 

While Destination Marlborough works in the recovery phase, it is important to reiterate the vulnerability of 

the sector as one that is highly exposed to the impacts of the pandemic. A second and final round of MBIE 

STAPP funding was secured for 2021/2022 and will finish in December 2022, resulting in a likely reduction in 

activity that Destination Marlborough will be resourced to undertake in marketing, promotion, and 

destination management activity. 

 

Changes have also occurred within Destination Marlborough. After nine exceptional years on the Destination 

Marlborough Board, Chair Nigel Gould’s tenure came to an end in 2021.  Tim Fulton was nominated and 

elected as new Chair of Destination Marlborough, with board members Jane Hunter, Lesley Udy, Lynley 

McKinnon, Jessica Jones, Rob Burn, and Scott McKenzie providing governance and guidance to the 

organisation. 

 

Our people are not immune to the challenges and unease of a pandemic, and I am exceptionally proud of 

what our Destination Marlborough team has achieved over this uncertain time.  Our team is passionate about 

our region and our sector, and has been flexible, resilient, and adaptable as they support our operators and 

our industry, and look for opportunities for business growth and regional success.  Our mantra is ‘Team 

Marlborough’ and collectively, with our industry, we will continue to work to build a successful Marlborough 

visitor destination that fosters pride and enjoyment for residents, and for those that visit it encourages 

investment, migration, and opportunities for job growth resulting in an increased standard of living for all. 

 

 

 

Jacqui Lloyd 

General Manager 

Destination Marlborough 
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2020/21 Service Levels  

  13 -Achieved 

 4 -Not Achieved 

  

Service Level  YE JUNE 2021 

Local Campaign delivered with campaign KPI’s met or exceeded Achieved 

MiM KPIs achieved in alignment with TEAMs Achieved 

Domestic campaigns delivered with campaign KPI’s met or 
exceeded. 

Achieved 

One JV Australia campaign delivered with campaign KPI’s met or 
exceeded.  

N/A Borders closed  

Minimum of 25 media outlets visit the region 25 - Achieved 

% story content with TNZ increased N/A Not measurable 

50 qualified travel sellers famil the region 40 – Auckland lockdown and border 

closure affected 

700 wholesale and frontline travel sellers trained 1885 - Exceeded 

Minimum 25 business event planners hosted 14 – Auckland lockdown affected 

Minimum of 18 regional conference bids submitted 23 - Exceeded 

Minimum of 9 bids won 17 - Exceeded 

Reach of content - 25% engagement rate 66.42% - Exceeded 

Marlborough i-SITES achieve a sales turnover of $1 million $1,053,890- Achieved 

i-SITEs visitor NPS satisfaction level of 80% met or exceeded 91% - Exceeded 

MDC investment matched with partner contributions at a min 2:1 
ratio 

Industry $329,369 

With $700k MBIE / STAPP - Achieved 

3 Industry updates per year 2 – lockdown affected 

Minimum 10 workshops held 12 - Exceeded 

88% Employee retention rate 85.3% 

Present audited 2019/20 financial statements to MDC Achieved 
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Business Events 

Minimum 25 business event planners hosted 14 

Minimum of 18 regional conference bids submitted 23 - Achieved 

Minimum of 9 bids won 17 - Achieved 

 

Business Event Marlborough worked hard this year to build relationships and capture new business, while 

also working to ensure bookings were postponed and not cancelled due to alert levels changes. Confidence 

of event organisers to commit to making bookings was, and still is, severely impacted by continual changes 

to alert levels and Auckland lockdowns, and this also caused difficulty to host key decisions makers on famils 

in the region.  As international conferences are unlikely for the foreseeable future, it is an extremely 

competitive marketplace with all regions targeting small domestic business events, associations and 

corporate. Regardless of these hurdles, $3.7million of future business has been secured by Business Events 

Marlborough. 

 

Results 

Bids Won:  17 

Est Delegates: 2,590 

Est Bed Nights: 6,970 

Estimate Economic Impact: $3,704,500 

 

Key highlights 

Representing the region, venues, accommodation, and operators at key trade events throughout the 

Business Events calendar. 

Held the Business Events Marlborough Showcase in Wellington to promote Marlborough as a Business Event 

destination to over 50 Professional Conference organisers, Event managers, Association and Corporate, 

Tourism New Zealand, BEIA, and other industry stakeholders. 12 Marlborough operators Exhibited 
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Consumer Marketing 

Local Campaign delivered with campaign KPI’s met or exceeded Achieved 

Domestic campaigns delivered with campaign KPI’s met or exceeded. Achieved 

 

Funding from TEAM, MDC and STAPP allowed Destination Marlborough to run a local campaign and a year-

round domestic campaign. In addition, TEAM funding Make it Marlborough support local campaign work –

managed by a project team including representatives of The Chamber of Commerce and Destination 

Marlborough marketing team and reported to the PFC every 6 weeks. 

 

Brilliant Backyards 

Due to the uncertainty around lockdowns, a key focus in the first half of 2020/2021 was having local 

Marlburians holidaying in their local region and supporting tourism, hospitality and events.  The Brilliant 

Backyards Campaign focused on competitions, social media campaigns and print/radio, culminating in a 

Brilliant Backyard Expo in November showcasing Marlborough tourism and holiday operators to locals. 

 

Key highlights 

Brilliant Backyards top 50 things to do as voted by locals - summer and winter booklets developed and sent 

to 22,000 homes across Marlborough 

Brilliant Backyard Expo November 2020 – 35 Operators exhibited, over 400 attendees 
 

       
 
 
Brilliant Locals - A Local Invitation 

STAPP and MDC funding enabled Destination Marlborough to run a 12-month campaign, ‘Always On’ with 
firework moments. The campaign stayed true to Marlborough’s core strength, its people, and used local 
Marlburians to invite visitors to our region.  The campaign was developed with the flexibility to move as 
needed with alert level changes, and focused on drive zone, Wellington, and Auckland as capacity and access 
allowed.  Bursts and upweight of activity aligned with events, long weekends and school holidays (including 
winter for the first time). 
Key partnerships - Air New Zealand, Great Journeys, Bluebridge, Tourism New Zealand, AA traveller, 

Tomahawk, stuff and Mediaworks 

Additional partnership campaign with NRDA promoting seven day Top of the South itinerary in Auckland for 

school holiday travel in August 2020. 
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Highlights and Results 
Securing TVNZ Breakfast for a one-week competition in November (pre–School Holidays) culminating in full 
morning live cross from Picton with Matty – 6,315 Competition entries. 
74% increase in new users to marlboroughnz.com – referring to operators’ packages and deals 
‘Always On’ Campaign Reach Results Sept 2020-June 2021 
Social – 985,576 Search – 831,000  Display – 4.3million 
YE June Domestic Visitor Spend $188million 
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Media 

Minimum of 25 media outlets visit the region 25 - Achieved 

 
Increased focus and effort in pitching Marlborough stories and attracting domestic media to Marlborough to 
leverage domestic marketing campaigns (it is a highly busy and competitive market place. All regions and 
national tourism bodies doing the same). 
 
Highlights 
TV - ‘Travel Guides’ episode, Two Lap of Luxury episodes, The Batchelor NZ – on demand advertising placed 
around these shows (TVNZ On Demand – Lap of Luxury and Travel Guides – 95,568 views) 
Magazine - Kelli Brett Cuisine Magazine, Janine Bourke MiNDFOOD, NZ Mountain Biker, NZ Cycling Journal, 
NZ House and Garden, Shepherdess, Boating NZ  
Travel Print for ongoing content: VIVA (NZHerald), Brook Sabin (stuff travel), Christal Yardley (stuff travel), 
Maggie Wicks (NZME),  Jess Manthey (The Edge Wellington), Emily Brookes (stuff travel), Lorna Subritzky 
(NZME), Mike Yardley – 1ZB,  
Social: Love From Your Dads (57,000) and Dane & Stacey (33,700) 
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Online 

Reach of content - 25% engagement rate 66.42% - Achieved 

 

Ongoing strong engagement for cross platform organic social posts. 

 

All posts aligning with campaign focus and calendar and supporting major events. Increased campaign activity 

has helped in increasing subscribers and followers to Marlborough content. 

Consumer EDM subscribers grew 8000 to 22,000 with strong open rate of 20% (tourism benchmark 18%). 

Increased Instagram followers from 6000 to 10,000 in 6 months and 23,623 Facebook followers. 
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Make it Marlborough 

MiM KPIs achieved in alignment with TEAMs Achieved 

 

Partnership between Marlborough Chamber of Commerce and Destination Marlborough supported by MDC 

through TEAM. The objectives to drive business to the local economy, support all businesses that employ our 

people, enliven townships and engage proud Marlborough advocates. 

 

Goal: Create local Marlborough advocates - a cheer team of 50,000 

Project team led by Destination Marlborough with MCOC and local creative team 

Local partners – STUFF, Blenheim Sun, Marlborough Weekly, MORE FM 

• A 6-month coordinated campaign across multiple platforms to support all local businesses, tourism 

operators, hospitality, producers, retailers etc in the wake of the COVID-19 crisis. 

• Activate and drive business to the local economy, support all businesses that employ our people, enliven 

townships and engage proud Marlborough advocates. 

• Educating the community about the products, services and experiences they have within the region. 

• Have longevity to ensure it resonates with locals, thereby increasing community and civic pride. 

 

Results 

Township activation days Picton, Havelock, Renwick, Seddon, Blenheim 

Hometown heroes’ activation 

Social media uptake metrics: Follows – 1,856, Engagement – 25,309, Impressions – 637,593, Post reach – 

279,090 individuals 

Advertising – print, radio, OOH and digital: Weekly presence in local publications - Sun, MEX and Marlborough 

Weekly, Homepage takeovers on Marlborough Express digital edition, Radio launched early June with NZME, 

Media Works in July onwards, Lions Clock in Blenheim town centre, Display screens at Marlborough Airport; 

Township flags in place August-October 

Profile of local businesses – 199 new business listings created, 27 local businesses profiled, 19 community 

identities profiled 
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Marlborough i-SITES 

Marlborough i-SITES achieve a sales turnover of $1 million $1,053,890 - Achieved 
2019/20 $2,351,685 

i-SITEs visitor NPS satisfaction level of 80% met or exceeded 91% - Achieved 

 

The Picton, Blenheim and Havelock i-SITE Visitor 
Information Centres continue to play a pivotal role 
influencing visitor spend and regional spread. 
Increased focus has been on packaging and itinerary 
building and supporting local Marlburians with their 
local and domestic travel plans.   The Centres are 
pivotal in supporting Marlborough’s Emergency 
Management response, visitor management and 
are the living embodiment of Manaakitanga to our 
visitors. 
 

As the only revenue generating unit of Destination 

Marlborough, the Marlborough i-SITEs have performed well considering alert level changes effecting both 

existing and new bookings.  While traditionally i-SITEs visitation has been international, New Zealanders are 

still supporting local i-SITEs, however their booking style is different.  New Zealanders use the i-SITEs to make 

planning decisions and gather advice, to make last minute bookings, and seek deals.  Many also visit the 

region with their own ‘toys’ so the style of product purchased has changed - less activities/attractions and 

more transport and accommodation. 

 

Marlborough i-SITEs are the call to action for DM domestic marketing campaigns and support events and 

Business Events for assist in securing accommodation.  Marlborough i-SITEs remain committed to supporting 

the region by welcoming visitors, encouraging regional dispersal, ensuring visitors are aware of how to care 

for our place, and supporting DOC and Emergency Services in times of emergency events. 

 

Trade Marketing 

700 wholesale and frontline travel sellers trained 1885 - Achieved 

50 qualified travel sellers famil the region 40 

 

Activity 

Strong focus on stakeholder engagement and business/operator support – meetings, calls, and one on one 

catch ups, checking in with industry for health and wellbeing, connecting and supporting operators to make 

the best of opportunities with Destination Marlborough and Tourism New Zealand activity. 

Virtual training to keep Marlborough top of mind with international travel trade – focus on Australia and 

North America as key markets identified by TNZ for future access.  Planned famil and face to face training of 

Australian agents postponed due to border closure. 

Running face to face famils and annual Big Day Out trade training event supported by partners Air NZ and 

Marlborough operators - only one of a few RTOs in the country to offer a hosted training event in 2020/2021.   

Building partnerships with aligned RTOs for better domestic and international collaboration: 

• ‘Top of the South’ group on future campaigns (NRDA, West Coast, Hurunui, Kaikoura) 
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• ‘Classic NZ Wine Trail’- RTOs for future campaigns in NZ and Australia (Hawkes Bay, Wairarapa, 
Wellington) 
 

Key Highlights 

‘Big Day Out’ 2021 training workshop and two-day famil. 22 
agents from Auckland, Tauranga, Wanganui, Masterton, 
Wellington, Motueka, Christchurch, Wanaka and Gold Coast 
(Australia) attended the event. Very positive feedback from all 
attending agents as well as the 16 Marlborough operators that 
exhibited on the workshop day. 
  
Virtual workshops and famils: 

North America - ‘Wine Region’ and ‘Marlborough Sounds’ 

(1458 agents tuned for the two Zoom and Facebook live 

stream famils) 

Australia - Virtual workshop with Christchurch Airport 

and ANZCRO. Trained 48 Australia-based agents from 

Travel Managers as part of the South Island Road trip 

campaign. TNZ virtual Expo with Australian buyers: 210 

‘attendees’ at the virtual booth  
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Destination Management 

MDC investment is matched with partner contributions at a minimum 2:1 
ratio 

$329,369 + MBIE 
2019/2020 $1.9million 

3 Industry updates per year 2 

Minimum 10 workshops held 12 - Achieved 

 

Destination Marlborough aims to run three Industry Showcases per year, however the uncertainty and 

limitations to numbers due to alert levels meant only two were undertaken this year with 145 attendees. 

 

Destination Marlborough represented tourism interests on multiple advisory groups to provide sector 

perspectives to TEAM, interim Regional Skills and Leadership Group, Treasury, and MBIE. General Manager 

Jacqui Lloyd was also elected as Trustee to the Regional Tourism New Zealand Board, re-elected to the New 

Zealand Cruise Association Board, and reappointed as Tourism New Zealand’s appointee to the i-SITE NZ 

Board. 

 

The reduction in international activity and austerity of partners effected our ability to reach 2:1 partnership 

funding to MDC investment. In 2019/2020 partnership investment was $1.9million, 2020/2021 it was 

$329,369.  Destination Marlborough’s investment plan submission to MBIE’s STAPP fund was successful and 

helped to make up this shortfall, however funding was tagged to specific activities – Destination Marketing, 

Industry Capability and Destination Management. 

 

Industry Capability and Product Development:  

Business support workshops, upskilling industry in digital 

space, online booking systems, opportunities, and 

promotion. This was a well-attended programme with six 

months of Lunch and Learns and training workshops 

attracting over 200 attendees.  Specialist topics included 

Business support, Brand, Digital and Website, with DM 

negotiating opportunities for neighbouring RTOs, 

Kaikoura and Hurunui, to leverage content and speakers. 

Over 20 one-on-one capability sessions were undertaken 

with Marlborough operators. The number of Qualmark 

operators in the region increased by eight and nine operators attended TRENZ hui in 2020 compared to one 

operator in 2018. 
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Destination Management Plan: 

Appointment of Destination Management Plan Project Manager – Anton Wilke 

Work commenced on Marlborough Destination Management Plan in line with the expectation of The 

Minister of Tourism Stuart Nash and aligned to the key outcomes and objectives of: 

• Enhancing the lives of the local community. 

• Developing the local visitor industry to its most suitable potential ensuring a vibrant diversified 

economy and profitable tourism businesses throughout the entire region. 

• Creating a stable, year-round balanced destination that sustains, and where possible, regenerates 

the local environment. 

• Improve regional planning, coordination and communication within the tourism sector as well as 

with local government, iwi and other community & agency groups. 

Industry advisory, iwi, community, industry and stakeholder consultation launched from November 2020. 

The draft plan has undertaken some delays with pandemic lockdowns and has been supporting projects such 

as Te Hoiere Project, Cycle Strategy, DOC Regenerative Tourism Hui with Te Ātiawa o te Waka-a Māui, Picton 

feasibility studies and multiple destination management meetings – including PMNZ, Te Ātiawa, Rangitane o 

Wairau, DOC, Whale Trail, Wine Tourism, and Cycle Connectivity. 

 

Regional Events Fund: 

Formation of the Te Tauihu Regional Events Fund with NRDA. The fund has been designed by MBIE to 

stimulate domestic tourism and travel between regions through holding events. This is intended to support 

the tourism and events sector and replace some of the spending from international visitors due to the border 

closure as a result of COVID-19.  Work undertaken to develop the EOI, application process and funding criteria 

with MDC and NRDA, and opening applications for the fund ($1.5 million over 4 years across Te Tauihu). 

 

Organisation Performance 

88% Employee retention rate 85.3% 

Present audited 2019/20 financial statements to MDC Achieved 

 

Border closures and subsequent reduction in international travel and change to seasonality has meant a 

reduction in staffing for the organisation.  The normal increase in seasonal summer staff for our i-SITEs did 

not occur this year, and all centres ran on minimum numbers and reduced hours seven days a week.  

 

DM presented audited 2019/2020 financial statements to MDC 15 October 2021 
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DESTINATION MARLBOROUGH TRUST INC

Budget by activity year ending 30 June 2021

NOTES 2020/21 2020/21

Income  ACTUAL BUDGET

        $         $

Marlborough District Council

Destination marketing grant 793,387 793,387

Tourism Targeted Rate 193,919 199,500

MDC Teams Funding 75,000 75,000

Marlborough i-SITES

Display Advertising revenue 45,888 42,500

Commission 121,425 102,000

Merchandise & event ticket gross sales 47,321 39,000

Administration fee revenue 3,447 4,309

DOC Services 10,000 10,000

TOTAL i-SITE income 228,081 197,809

Industry Contributions

Trade Marketing 23,500 68,500

Consumer marketing - Australia, domestic, online and promotional 

resources 0 15,000

Conference marketing and promotional resources 0 10,000

TOTAL Industry Contributions to Marketing 23,500 93,500

Interest 498 2,304

Total Income 1,314,385 1,361,500

Expenditure by activity

Trade Marketing 150,244 128,707

Consumer marketing - Australia, domestic, online and promotional 

resources 514,419 457,093

Conference Marketing 135,026 160,721

Marlborough i-SITES -  including cost of goods 474,253 590,741

Destination Management & Stakeholder Relationships 62,503 49,159

Management and Administration 40,049 47,657

Total Expenditure 1,376,495 1,434,078

Surplus/(Deficit) before non-Cash Items (62,110) (72,578)

less Depreciation
Total Depreciation Marketing Admin and i-SITE 15,584 20,196

Asset Write-Off 0 0

TOTAL SURPLUS/DEFICIT (77,693) (92,774)
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DESTINATION MARLBOROUGH TRUST INC

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AT:

Jun-21

NOTES ACTUALS

Assets

Cash 819,947

Accounts Receivable (net) 44,985

Prepayments & Unbilled Income 19,419

Inventory 28,014

Withholding Tax Paid 139

Total Current Assets 912,505

Fixed Assets 91,175

Total Non Current Assets 91,175

Total Assets 1,003,680

Liabilities

Creditors 161,040

Provisions and Accruals 77,568

Fees/Funding in Advance 1 672,327

Total Current Liabilities 910,935

Total Liabilities 910,935

Net Assets 92,744

Shareholder Funds

Retained Earnings 176,441

Current Year Earnings -77,693

 

98,748

NOTES:

1.  Fees/Funding in advance includes promotion display and 

Marlborough Marketing Group partnerships which are invoiced on a 

calendar year basis.
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Marlborough Visitor Economy targets y/e March 2021 

DOMESTIC YE March 2021 $159.88 million 17% growth on YE March 20, National 3% 

DOMESTIC YE June 2021 $188million, up 48% on YE June 20 and 38% on YE June 19 
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MEDIUM AND LONG-TERM TRACKERS – REPORT QUARTERLY  

 
ACTIVITY 

2016/17 

ACTUAL 

2017/18 

ACTUAL 

2018/19 

ACTUAL 

2019/2020 

COVID ACTUAL 

2020/21 

TARGET 

2020/21 

ACTUAL 

External Tracking (DM has minimal influence) 

 
Total Visitor Spend 

MRTEs 
Domestic Visitor Spend 

TECTs 

Spend by visitors in 

Marlborough1 (YE March) 

$360mill $387mill $394mill $411mill 
4% growth on  
DOM 19/20 
$137.16mill 

$159.88 
YTD 

17% growth 

Internal Tracking (DM has influence) 

NPS score and 

percentage of 

customers satisfied 

with visitor information 

centres and services 2 

New 

Measure 
79.03 84 83.6 80% 91% 

Extending season – % 

growth in Spring and 

Autumn spend matches 

or exceeds previous 

Summer (maintaining 

Summer growth) 1 

New 

measure 
Exceeds Exceeds N/A Exceeds COVID 

Number of business 

event bids submitted or 

supported 

Business event bid 

win/loss ratio (based 

on financial year) 

 
 

17 
 

 
50% 

 
 

20 
 

 
50% 

 
 

20 
 

 
55% 

 
 

16 
 
 

37.5% 

 
 

18 
 

 
50% 

 
 

23 
 

 
74% 

Value of business event 

bids won in financial 

year1 

$1.6mill $1.7mill $3.6mill 1.2mill $2mill $3.7mill 

1Source: MBIE MRTEs, TECTs and BERP  

MRTEs values are based on estimates of spending and survey data. The values produced in the MRTEs are an estimate of total 

regional tourism spend. The estimates use: 

- a subset of all electronic transactions to estimate tourism spend, 
- tourism spend by country from the International Visitor Survey (IVS), and 
- forecasted provisional total tourism spend values from the Tourism Satellite Account (TSA). 

Due to the large changes in tourism spend caused by COVID-19 (including the shift towards the domestic market, and the 

industry makeup of each region), these assumptions are likely to have been affected.   

TECTs represent card spending only - The TECTS represent part of total tourism spend as they are based almost exclusively on 

physical electronic card transactions, and do not include any other form of spending such as cash, pre-purchases or online 

spend. 
2Source: Customer Radar Net Promoter Score measure 


